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Training Content
Learning Objectives
During this training you will have the opportunity to examine three core areas
of need for new managers and coordinators. These are supervision, conflict
management and time management. Specific learning outcomes include:
4 Professional Development and Support for Managers
4 Develop an understanding of the purpose and tasks of supervision
4 Learn how to apply critically reflective practice
4 Use effective conflict management techniques at both personal and

organizational levels
4 Develop understanding of planning models
4 Use time management techniques to enhance control of work flow
4 Apply these techniques to their work as a new or inexperienced
manager
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Learning goals & reflection activity
My Learning Goals for the program are
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

What might distract me?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

My priority for the program is
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

At the end of this session
What do I still want to know more about or be able to do?
How will I do this?

•
•

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Effective leadership and management
Effective leadership is essential to achieve organisational goals. To do this, leaders
must be able to provide inspiration, motivation and clear direction to their team
which leadership can benefit a business include:
A clear vision: setting a clear vision and communicating it effectively
provides employees with an understanding of the organisational direction and
allows them to clearly understand their roles and responsibilities.
•

• Effective planning: a structured approach is able to generate a plan of
action that will most effectively meet the organisational goals. An inclusive
planning process also provides the opportunity for people to identify, contribute
to, understand and achieve well defined objectives.
• Inspiration and motivation: the commitment and enthusiasm of a leader
shapes the common goals of the organisation and provides inspiration and
motivation for people to perform at a high level.

New ideas: encouragement of people to openly contribute and discuss new
ideas in a positive environment makes use of their diverse experience and ideas
to improve a business.
•

• Employee relations: an open and engaging relationship between a leader
and their team members demonstrates that they are valued as an integral part
of the organisation, creating a sense of ownership among team members and
developing a closer alignment between individual and team objectives.
• Crisis management: Good business leadership can help a team remain
focused during a time of crisis, reminding the team members of their
achievements and encourage them to set short term, achievable goals.

Leadership qualities.
A capable leader will be able to use their leadership qualities to gain the trust,
respect and commitment of their employees, and motivate them to achieve
organisational goals. Effective leaders usually exhibit a combination of some of the
following qualities:
Integrity: Good leaders often place great importance on ethical values. They
choose to do "what is right", even if it is hard. In general, leaders with integrity are
honest, truthful, fair, and reliable.
•

• Self-Confidence: Strong leaders have a firm belief in their abilities. They
generally remain confident and demonstrate the ability to handle challenges
and pressure.
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• Commitment: Successful leadership is impossible without firm commitment.
Good leaders remain focused and dedicated towards their objectives and
goals. They stay out of the day to day murky waters of operations.

Enthusiasm: Effective leaders usually have a pro-active approach towards
people, problems and possibilities. They are able to stimulate and evoke
excitement amongst employees so that achieving organisational goals can be
done in an energetic manner.
•

• Self-awareness and adaptability: Skilful leaders exhibit an understanding of
their own values, skills, strengths and weaknesses. They are often flexible and
willing to continually improve their knowledge and skills to meet new
challenges.
• Future vision: Successful leadership involves creating a well-founded vision of
what can be achieved in the future and the best way to approach it.
• Creativity: Effective leaders are creative in their approach, developing new
ideas to resolve current issues and implementing them effectively to prevent
future recurrences.
• Ability to understand people: Good business leadership requires a clear
understanding of human behaviour and the ability to develop open and honest
relationships with their team to understand their abilities, concerns, interests and
motivations.

Ability to inspire and motivate: Successful business leaders may
be charismatic, highly organised, and very motivational in their interaction with
employees. They develop a culture of hard work and commitment, inspiring and
motivating the team to perform at its best.
•

Openness: Good business leaders are able to listen openly to the ideas,
suggestions and opinions of their employees. They are willing to adopt new ways
of doing things if they believe it will be beneficial for the organisation. They focus
on creating a positive environment of mutual respect and trust that enables the
business to be well prepared for new challenges.
•

• Communication skills: Good communication skills are vital for effective
leadership.
• Understanding the context and operations. Successful leaders will strive to
have a clear understanding of their agency, the environment in which they
operate and focus on maximising resources to their full potential.
• Ability to build effective teams: Effective business leaders have the ability to
see the potential in an employee and successfully place them in a team where
their skills and talent will be properly utilised. They also resolve disputes,
encourage debate and fresh ideas and give the team direction towards
achieving common goals.
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• Ability to effectively delegate tasks. Delegation involves handing over the
authority, responsibility, and accountability for performing specific duties to
others, so that they may act on your behalf. Effective delegation is beneficial for
the organisation as a whole.

It enables leaders to gain more time and flexibility to focus on strategic planning,
in turn helping the business to improve overall work quality and achieve
improved efficiency. With a reduced workload, leaders can allocate their time
and energy to tasks that are more important and crucial to the business.
Employees will also have more room to grow and develop new skills as
delegation extends their scope of responsibility and provides opportunities to
take on new tasks.
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Leadership and Management
Leadership Characteristics

Management Characteristics
Tactical and organisational focus

Strategic and people oriented focus
Setting of organisational direction
and goals
Motivation and inspiration of people

Planning co-ordinated activities

Administering and maintaining systems

Formulation of policies
Establishment of principles
Building a team and development of
talent

Allocation and support of human resources

Solving logistical problems
Development of new opportunities

Promoting innovation and invention

Ensuring conformance to standards and
procedures
Instructing and directing people

Empowering and mentoring people
Risk engagement and instigation of
change

Management and containment of risks
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Good performance is no accident
Good performance is the result of agency and staff
commitment to good client outcomes
Commitment to develop staff to excel at the job
commitment to accountability and transparency
positive organisational culture
good planning processes
good systems
team work
skills to do what has to be done
willingness to deal with work place issues

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance management systems will include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accurate job descriptions
Good recruitment
Thorough induction
Work planning development and review
Day to day management of immediate issues
Regular structured supervision (against work plan/case plans)
Annual Appraisal system
Coaching and support
Training and development plans
Career development
Performance improvement plans

What does your team have in place?

Emotional Intelligence
Emotional Intelligence (EI) is the ability to sense, understand, and effectively apply
the power of emotions, appropriately channelled as a source of energy, creativity
and influence. It includes a person's ability to understand their own emotions and
those of others, and to act appropriately using these emotions.
Context of 3 types of intelligence.
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1. Abstract intelligence (AI) is the ability to understand and manipulate with
words and letters and numbers. Philosophers and mathematicians have high AI.
2. Concrete intelligence the ability to understand and manipulate with
objects i.e. ability to understand actual situations and react to them
e.g. managing daily life.
3. Social intelligence is the ability to understand and relate to people).Thorndike
defined social intelligence as, "The ability to understand and manage men and
women, boys and girls - to act wisely in human relations." This is what we refer to
as EI.
EI includes such things as:
•

Identifying your feelings and needs, through body-awareness.

•

The ability to read others’ feelings, and to listen to others with empathy.

•

Knowing how to express your feelings with words and/or body-language.

•
•

Choosing when to contain (not repress) emotion, and when to communicate
emotion appropriately.

•

The ability to process and let go of emotion when necessary.

• The willingness to give ourselves time to feel, and to enjoy the depths of our
‘selves’ through feeling.
•

The ability to lead wisely or follow with grace.

•

The ability to honour our own limits, as well as to celebrate our talents.

•

The ability to give and receive love.
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EI involves the ability to monitor one's own and others' emotions, to discriminate
among them, and to use the information to guide one's thinking and actions. It
involves abilities that may be categorized into five domains:
1. Self-awareness:
Observing an emotion as it happens; realizing the prior ideas and conceptions
that are the basis for an emotional response; being open to insights; emotional
honesty - a developed sense of integrity and authenticity.
2. Emotional maturity:
Facing up to fears and anxieties, anger, sadness and discontent and expressing
that constructively.
3. Self-motivation:
Working toward a goal; openness to new ideas; the ability to find breakthrough
solutions and to make sound decisions; resilient optimism based on
competence; sense of responsibility and personal power to get things done in
accordance with what is needed and wanted.
4. Empathic understanding:
Sensitivity to others' feelings and concerns and willingness to respect their
perspective; valuing the differences in how people feel about things; the
capacity to trust and be trusted, to forgive and be forgiven.
5. Quality communication:
Managing emotions in others through communication based on empathy and
understanding, to build mutual trust; social skills, including constructive handling
of disagreements and the ability to create and sustain friendships; leadership
effectiveness.
Goleman puts forward five mental processes or competencies:
•self-awareness – ability to monitor your own feelings on an ongoing basis
•self-regulation – ability to exert self-control, trustworthiness, conscientiousness,
adaptability and innovation. Emotional self-control facilitates adaptability and
innovation, rather than these characteristics being a part of EI.
•self-motivation – controlling emotions that facilitate goal achievement
•social awareness (empathy) – being aware of how other people are feeling, what
they need and what they are concerned about
•social skills (relationship management) – using social awareness
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EI … is not only distinct from thinking intelligence but also sometimes conflicts with it,
when our rational mind refuses to accept what our emotions tell us (Witzel 2003:11).

Self

Other

Personal Competence

Self -awareness

Social competence

Social awareness:

Recognition • Emotional self-awareness
• Accurate self-assessment

•
•
•

Empathy
Service orientation
Organisational awareness

• Self-confidence

Self-management:

Relationship management:

• Self-control

• Developing others

• Trustworthiness

• Influence

• Conscientiousness

• Communication

• Adaptability

• Conflict management

• Achievement drive

• Leadership

• Initiative

• Change catalyst

Regulation

• Building bonds
• Teamwork and collaboration
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Self-awareness assessment
Step 1: Complete the following questionnaire and score your results using the instructions
provided below the table. http://www.trans4mind.com/heart/eq.htm
Tick the square from 1 to 6 in the space provided next to the item to indicate whether you
strongly disagree, disagree etc.
Strongly Disagree Slightly
Slightly Agree Strongly
disagree
disagree agree
agree

Item

1
1.

2.
3.

I am ok with self-disclosuresharing my beliefs and feelings
with others

4.

I am very aware of my personal
style of gathering information
and making decisions

5.

I am very aware of my own
interpersonal needs when
forming relationships with others.

6.

7.

I have a good sense of how I
cope with ambiguity and
uncertainty
I have a well-developed sense of
personal standards and
principles that guide my
behaviour

8.

I feel very much in charge of
what happens to me, good and
bad

9.

I seldom feel angry , depressed
or anxious without knowing why

10.

I am conscious of the areas, in
which conflict and friction most
frequently arise, in my
interactions with others.
I have a close personal
relationship with at least one
other person with whom I can
share personal information and
my feelings

11.

6

I seek information about my
strengths and weaknesses from
others as a base for selfimprovement
When I receive negative
feedback from others , I do not
get angry or defensive
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Quiz Scoring
Step 2: Items on the self-awareness test are divided into two sub-scales:
1. Self-disclosure and openness to feedback from others: – items 1, 2, 3, 9, 11.
2. Awareness of own values, cognitive style, change orientation and interpersonal
orientation – items 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10.
Transfer your score on each item to the spaces below and then add up your total
for each of the two sub-scales.

Self-disclosure and openness to feedback from others
Item 1 _____
Item 2 _____
Item 3 _____
Item 9 _____
Item 11 _____
Sub-total _____ (maximum 30)
Awareness of own values, cognitive style, change orientation and interpersonal
orientation
Item 4 _____
Item 5 _____
Item 6 _____
Item 7 _____
Item 8 _____
Item 10 _____
Sub-total _____ (maximum 36)
TOTAL SCORE _________
Step 3: Compare your total score to two standards:
1. The maximum possible (66).
2. A norm group consisting of 500 business school students. In comparison to
this norm group, if you scored:
55 or above, you are in the top quartile of individual self-awareness
• 52–54, you are in the top half
• 48–51, you are in the bottom half
• 47 or below, you are in the bottom quartile.
Page Break
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Step 4: Reflect upon or discuss your results and consider the following:
1. What is your current level of self-awareness?

2. What could you do to enhance self-awareness of your personal style and
attributes? (review individual items with low scores.)

3. What advantages/disadvantages does self-awareness provide you as a leader
and manager?

The results of this questionnaire can only be indicative and should not be taken as
definitive or diagnostic.
Source: Carlopio et al. 1998 in Leadership in the knowledge era: Unit 2 – Managing
oneself, PSM 1999
Further reading
Kunnanatt, JT 2004, ‘Emotional intelligence: the new science of interpersonal
effectiveness’, Human Resource Development Quarterly,
vol. 15, no. 4, pp. 489–95
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Supervision
Review of job requirements including KPI s and quality expectations (e.g.
standards)

Recruitment

Induction

Feedback

Supervision

Training, coaching, mentoring

Performance support, celebration and management
including Performance Improvement Plans ( PIP)

Performance appraisal (usually annual)
May include training plans, work goals, career goals
Sometimes $ or conditions used to reward excellent performance

Disciplinary procedures and IR matters
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Types of Supervision
Supervision is one part of the performance management framework
that organisations need to have in place. The elements form a continuum as
follows:
Day to day
Supervisi
Appraisal
on
Frequency

Focus

As required on
2-6 weeks
any working day depending on
job and
individual
requirements.
Dealing with day- Professional
to- day issues as supervision.
they arise.

Characteristi Can be informal Planned and
cs
but decisions
structured
are often record
ed
Preparation

12-monthly

Longer term performance review
& development planning

Planned
and structured.Significant prepar
ation is required

There are many definitions of supervision. Some focus on achieving client outcomes,
others are about achieving against a work plan. Most definitions include
components of personal support, learning and accountability.
Line management, which is about accountability for practice and quality of service.
This includes managing team resources, delegation and workload management,
performance appraisal, duty of care, support and other people-management
processes.
Individual supervision can be focused on case work or community/project work. It is
undertaken with workers to enable and support quality practice. A key aspect is
reviewing and reflecting on practice issues. This may include roles and relationships,
support strategies and evaluating the outcomes of the work. This also includes
supporting the professional development of workers to ensure they have the
relevant skills, knowledge, understanding and attributes to do the job and progress
their careers. Constructive feedback on practice should be part of the learning
process for workers and supervisors.
Team, external, or clinical supervision usually is additional to individual/line
supervision and can be used to complement it. It involves an individual or group of
staff meeting with a supervisor/consultant to discuss issues and reflect on their work
or the way they work together as a team. This may be done in the context of a
regular team meeting or as a separate session to look at specific issues.
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Definitions
How does your organisation define supervision?

Connect Consulting defines supervision as a process which supports, extends and
develops the knowledge, skills and values of an individual, group or team in order
to achieve quality outcomes using agreed processes.
“Management by overseeing the performance or operation of a person or group”
wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
“Supervision is a regular, protected time for facilitated, in-depth reflection on
clinical practice” (Bond and Holland 1998)
“Supervision is a working alliance between two professionals where supervisees
offer an account of their work, reflect on it, receive feedback, and receive
guidance, if appropriate. The object of this alliance is to enable the worker to gain
in ethical competency, confidence and creativity so as to give the best possible
service to clients” (Inskipp and Proctor, 2001)
“Supervision is the construction of individualised learning plans for supervisees
working with clients” (McNulty, 2003)
“Supervision is a place of trust where a healthy relationship gives me a safe place
to acknowledge and work with my clinical concerns, stresses, fears and joys”
(Johnson, 2003)
“When a person consults with a more ‘seasoned’ and experienced practitioner in
the field in order to draw on their wisdom and expertise to enhance his/her
practice, then we would call this process supervision” (Gilbert and Evans, 2000)
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What was your best experience of supervision ?

What was not so good about your worse experience of supervision?

Purposes of Supervision
1. To ensure the welfare and best-quality-service for clients
2. To enhance the personal and professional development
3. Gate keeping and monitoring
4. Benefit from wisdom, input and experience
5. Accountability - (Source: Carroll and Gilbert, 2006)

Supervision
Managing Service Delivery
•
•
•
•

Organisational policies,
procedures and protocols
Quality and quantity of work
Decisions and priorities
Accountability

SUPPORT
Focusing on Practitioner’s Work

Facilitating Professional
Development
•
•

•

Ongoing professional
development of skills, knowledge
and resources
Professional codes and best
practice

•

Reflection upon and exploration of
the practitioner’s work with clients
Promote learning
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Stages of Supervision
Davys and Beddoe outline these four stages of supervision:

Preparation – personal audit

What does each participants bring
to the relationship and what does
each person want

Beginning – the process of
contracting

How are the differing needs and
expectations of supervision
articulated and agreed?

Middle – developing the
relationships

Doing the work of supervision and
maintaining the relationship

Reviewing – the relationship and
the work

Review and tying up ends, re
contracting

Characteristics of Supervisors
4 Competence, training and knowledge of supervision
4 An ability to challenge in a supportive manner
4 An openness to feedback and an ability to be self-motivated
4 An ability to provide support and containment for a range of situations

and emotions
4 An ability to manage power and authority
4 Value and receive own supervision
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Supervisor Interpersonal Styles
Research has demonstrated that supervisory style is linked to many
supervision related processes and outcomes (Ladany, Walker & Melincoff
2001)
Friedlander and Ward 1984- identified 3 styles that are discrete and
independent
1.Attractive- characterised by warmth, friendly, openness and flexibility (High
support, low directive)
2.Interpersonally sensitive- characterised by invested, committed,
therapeutic and perceptive (High support, high directive)
3.Task-oriented- goal oriented, thorough, focused, practical and structured
(low support, high directive?)
An important area of development for all supervisors is building selfawareness of their interpersonal style, and the associated strengths and
weaknesses in the supervisory role.
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Using the diagram on the following pages as a guide, you can see the different
ways of view and communicating with the world, based on the different
interpersonal style types. Becoming more aware of your style means that you can
monitor how you come across to others and appreciate how others with different
styles prefer to communicate. You can also build on the strengths associated with
your style and address any areas that need further development.

Socialiser
Likes
•

spontaneous actions and decisions

•

involvement

•

consultation
Dislikes being alone
Exaggerates and generalizes
Dreamy
Jumps quickly from one activity to
another
Works quickly and excitedly with
others
Seeks esteem and acknowledgement
Good persuasive skills.

Relater
Are slow at taking action and making
decisions
Like close personal relationships
Dislike conflict
Supports and ‘actively listens’ to
others
Weak at goal setting, and self
direction
Excellent ability to gain support from
others
Works slowly and cohesively
Seeks security and sense of belonging
Good counselling skills
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Director
Prefer decisive actions and decisions
Likes to control
Dislikes inaction
Prefers to self manage
Cool and independent
Competitive
Low tolerance for feelings, attitudes
and advice of others
Works quickly and impressively alone
Good administrative skills

Thinker
Prefers cautious actions and decisions
Likes organisation and structure
Dislikes involvement
Asks many questions and specific
details
Prefers an objective, intellectual and
task-oriented work environment
Wants to be right so can be overly
reliant on data collection
Works slowly and precisely alone
Good problem solving skills
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Using the table below, record the strengths and weaknesses of each style
and strategies to develop a more effective supervisory style.
Style

Strengths

Weaknesses

Strategies

Relaters

Socialisers

Thinkers

Directors
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Supervision Policies
A supervision policy should identify the following;
4 Forms of supervision (formal vs. informal, individual, group, peer etc)
4 Who can access supervision
4 Frequency of supervision
4 Purposes/focus of supervision
4 Expectations of supervisors and supervisees (from an organisational

perspective)
4 Required documentation
4 Review of supervision
4 Complaint processes

A supervision policy ensures that supervision is accessible to all in the
organisation and that all staff access it. Levels of enthusiasm about
supervision will vary, and some staff will not actively pursue supervision
opportunities unless it is a requirement of their role.

What does your supervision policy say?
What happens in practice?
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Supervisory Contracts
A supervisory contract should be negotiated by both parties and there
should be common agreement. It helps to establish which expectations of
the relationship can be met.

Example of a two-way Supervision contract
This is a supervision contract
Between ____________________________ and_________________________________
From ___________________________ until it’s review or ending on ______________
We will meet for _______hours every ___________at__________________________
at a time to be arranged at the end of each supervisory session. We have
agreed that there are no unnecessary interruptions (mobiles, phone, people).
Procedures and Guidelines:
We have agreed that the following arrangements will take place in the
following situations:
4 Cancellation of a session
4 Non-attendance at a supervision session
4 Where there are disagreements and conflict between the supervisee

and supervisor

Record Keeping
Confidentiality
Roles and Responsibilities:
Supervisor is responsible for:
4 Time-keeping
4 Managing the agenda
4 Providing feedback
4 Monitoring the supervisory relationship
4 Monitoring ethical issues
4 Keeping notes
4 Supervisory reports

Supervisee is responsible for:
4 Preparing for supervision
4 Presenting in supervision
4 Learning
4 Feedback to supervisor
4 Keeping notes of sessions
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Evaluation and Review
We have agreed to review supervision on an informal basis every _______ and
to do a formal review every __________. Formal reports will be completed by
both the supervisor and supervisee and kept ___________.

Developmental models of supervision
Unconscious incompetence

Conscious incompetence

Conscious Competence

Unconscious Competence

?

(Stoltenberg and Delworth 1987)
Stage one- Unconscious incompetence to Conscious incompetence
Supervisee-Focus on survival, coping strategies, immediate problems, fear of
the unknown, inadequacy and anxiety, risk of being swamped, evaluating
job choice, needing guidance and support, imitative, becoming aware of
what you have to learn may leave you feeling de-skilled, harsh ‘internal
critic’. Limited self-awareness and conceptual or categorical thinking.
Supervisory environment- Instruction, support, interpretation, structure,
modelling approaches.
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Stage two- Conscious incompetence to Conscious Competence
Supervisee-Focus on competence, mastery of skills, sees multiple factors,
aware of what they don’t know, wants assistance in specific areas, notices
discrepancies and inconsistencies, notices unreasonable expectations and
demands, fluctuating motivation, begins to accept limitations, dependencyautonomy conflict, ‘internalised supervisor’ (Casement 1985)
Supervisory environment- modelling greater autonomy, increase support, less
structure provided to supervisee – more emphasis on their answers

Stage three- Conscious Competence to Unconscious Competence
Supervisee- expert- focus on professional judgement, has a big picture,
creativity and innovation, wants more autonomy and dialogue, questions
more than answers, doesn’t want simple answers to complex problems,
multiple perspectives, ‘internal supervisor’, integrates learning, begin to
practice our art and skills without constant vigilance and hesitation,
motivated to understand strengths and weaknesses. Focused on client’s
emotional impact on self.
Supervisory environment- mutual sharing, peer involvement, exemplification,
confrontation.
EXERCISE
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Types of Supervision Interventions
Davys and Beddoes

Facilitative interventions

Provide the conditions of
supervision – the base on
which the supervision
process can rest. They
convey positive regard and
include attention to privacy
and comfort

Catalytic interventions

Aimed to promote growth,
development and learning.
They are intended to
promote change through
assisted self examination
and self discovery

Skills:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Core listening and
attending skills
Paraphrasing
Silence
Self-disclosure
Closed questions
Feedback
(confirmatory and
reflective)

Skills:
•
•
•
•

Open question
enquiry
Logical
consequences
Feedback (
Reframing

Conceptual interventions

Provide the supervisee with
Skills
knowledge and
• Information giving
information. The aim is to
• Prompts for
provide information which
procedural and
will assist the supervisee in
formal knowledge
understanding and problem
solving

Confrontative interventions

Designed to confront the
supervisee with aspects of
themselves of which they
may not be aware or which
they have not considered
to be important. Intended
to promote change and
often involve ‘home truths’

Prescriptive interventions

Used when it is imperative
that a supervisee acts or
behaves in a certain way.
This may be a time of crisis,
where there is potential risk
or because of a prescribed
policy or protocol
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•
•

Challenge
Corrective
feedback

Skills
•

Directives
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Providing Feedback
Providing regular feedback to your team is one of the most powerful performance
management tools that you have.
Feedback can be either:
•

Positive – to affirm a behavior and encourage the continued use of
this behavior

•

Corrective/Constructive – to help develop insight, change
behavior and promote learning

Characteristics of Effective Feedback
The process of giving feedback should be an expected part of your
interactions with the team. Be clear with each team member, right from
the time of induction if possible, that part of your role is to provide
feedback on their work
Feedback is a two-way communication process. It is not just about you
providing your comments or observations. The person being given the
feedback should be able to respond. This increases the learning value of
the feedback.
Other characteristics:
•

Given directly after the experience/behaviour

•

Is specific and performance/behaviour based

•

Is descriptive but not labeling

•

Is based on observation, repeated observations if possible

•

Is private, particularly if negative

•

It is anchored to common goals

•

It needs to deal with behaviours that the staff member can control
and change

Structure of a feedback session:
•

Express why you are concerned (the impacts)

•

Be specific regarding the issue (not the person)

•

Obtain their input about what is happening for them

•

Involve them in exploring solutions and support them to take the
next steps
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Checklist for providing feedback:
•

Be clear on what you are providing feedback about

Be specific about the action/ behaviour/performance that you wish to
address
•

Know the facts or use the discussion to get a fuller picture about what
is going on and be prepared for differing interpretations of events.
•

Be non-judgemental – present your thoughts and seek the staff
member’s input
•

Be timely – deal with issues as they arise and address
any behaviours of concern as soon as possible
•

Choose the right place to give feedback – be thoughtful about the
staff member’s privacy and dignity
•

Be fair – make sure that your expectations are reasonable and that
staff know what they are, provide an opportunity for the staff member to
respond to any concerns
•

•

Be understood – Check that the feedback has been understood

• Identify the way forward – seek the staff member’s input about how
best to move forward and finish the conversation with a shared
understanding on the next steps and any expectations of change.

Follow up - to make sure the next steps happen and make sure you
deliver on any commitments
•

Monitor ongoing progress – and talk through how that is going with the
staff member
•

Document feedback – keep confidential notes regarding feedback
provided; agreed actions and any follow up. Share these with the staff
member as appropriate as a way of making sure that everyone is clear
about the way forward.
•

.
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Feedback Practice
Think of a situation that you are currently in, where you need to deliver some
feedback to one of your team members. If you can’t think of an example you
could use the scenario below.
Use the four steps given above and write down what you would say and what
questions you might ask.
Scenario: Staff member spends long periods of time talking to other staff on a
social basis, going outside for a smoko and frequently checks Facebook and
online shopping sites. It’s impacting on the staff member’s work and they have
been missing some deadlines recently.
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Reviewing Supervision
Effective supervision is a two-way process with room for the supervisee to
provide open and honest feedback to the supervisor about their experience
of supervision and of working within an organisation. Both formal and informal
reviews of supervision should be conducted on a regular basis.
.
On occasion, conflict between supervisees and supervisors may need the
assistance of a third party to mediate and assist in resolution.
The following questions may be helpful to consider when seeking feedback
from supervisees regarding their experience of supervision:
4 What has been helpful/unhelpful?
4 What went well/not so well?
4 What were some of the challenges?
4 What were some of the ‘elephants’ ? eg implicit issues that were not
4
4
4
4
4
4

acknowledged and discussed
What were some of the barriers impacting on supervision?
What things could improve supervision?
How have you experienced receiving feedback?
Do you feel you are experiencing sufficient support?
Is supervision having a positive impact on your performance?
What would you like more of, less of, the same of in supervision?
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Critical reflection
Critical reflection aims to improve practice by learning directly from
experience and examining the assumptions implicit in practice. As the result
of examining practice, new thinking, insights and practices are developed.
Eby (2000) conceptualises critical reflection as being comprised of the
interconnected circles of critical thinking, reflection and self-awareness.

Critical
thinking

Reflection

SelfAwareness

What is Reflection?
The word reflection comes from the Latin roots meaning “to bend”. To reflect
is to step back, so as to gain a broader perspective.
Here are some definitions:
“Reflection is an active, persistent and careful consideration of any belief or
supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and
the future conclusions to which it leads” (Dewey 1933)
“Reflection can be defined as thinking and feeling activities in which
individuals engage to explore their experiences in order to lead to new
understandings and appreciations” (Boud, Keough and Walker 1985)
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What’s needed for reflection to occur:
4 Openness and open-mindedness
4 Invention and imagination
4 Ability to stop, be still, recall
4 Suspend evaluation until all information observed and taken in
4 Listening to self and others, being emotionally aware
4 Respecting intuition
4 Looking for other meanings
4 Broadening perspective
4 Being vulnerable
4 Befriending the unfamiliar and uncertain (source: Carroll and Gilbert

2006)

Facilitating Reflection
Kline (1999) identifies ‘Ten Components of a Thinking Environment’ which are:
1. Attention- Active listening, respectful curiosity
2. Incisive Questions-using questions that promote reflection
3. Equality- respect for other’s thinking, ideas
4. Appreciation- looking for positive aspects
5. Ease- less haste, urgency and rushing (silence and strategic pauses)
6. Encouragement- minimising ego and competition
7. Feelings- allowing exploration of the emotional aspects
8. Information- open questions, finding out as much as possible
9. Place- conducive, private, non distracting environment
10. Diversity- pluralism is valued, appreciation for multiple perspectives and

values

The following framework of questions could be used in discussing and
reflecting on a piece of work with a supervisee:
1. Give a brief outline of the situation, what happened, who was involved,

where it took place. Include any relevant issues relating to power,
oppression or discrimination
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2. Describe what you said or did, what action you took and what the

response was from others
3. What were your thoughts and feelings at the time?
4. What do you think were the thoughts and feelings of others at the time?
5. What were the main challenges for you?
6. What went well and how did you enable this to go well?
7. What theories and knowledge did you draw from in you work? What

sources of evidence or research underpin these?
8. What values were implicit or explicit in your work? What value conflicts or

tensions were you aware of and how did this impact on your work?
9. What, if anything would you do differently, next time and why?
10. What have you learned from this situation and from reflecting on and

reviewing the situation.
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Coaching
When to Coach
Part of the supervisor’s role is to monitor the work performance of their staff and
provide assistance, guidance and motivation to complete tasks to a standard that
is required or expected by the organisation. This brings benefits for the staff
member and the organisation and its clients.

Will or Skill?

Performance in any task is affected by two main issues – will and skill.
•
Does the staff member have the will (or motivation) to complete this task to
the agreed standard?
•
Does the staff member have the skill (knowledge and practical skills) to
complete this task to the agreed standard?
The answers to these questions should guide the response that you have to a
situation. Here is one suggestion as to the approaches that need to be taken:

Source: http://coach4growth.com/coaching-skills/high-low-matrix-coachingmodel-coaching-techniques-for-will-and-skill-issues
Accessed April 2012
Notice that both of these questions mention the agreed standard. It is essential
that staff know what is expected of them. This would be negotiated with individual
staff and teams at performance appraisals, team planning days and regular team
meetings and should be based on their job description. You cannot expect a staff
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member to perform to a particular standard if the standard has not been
articulated and agreed on.
This concept of will and skill has been developed further by the authors of a book
called Influencer: The Power to Change Anything (see bibliography). Influence is
described as ‘changing hears, minds and behaviour to produce meaningful,
sustainable results’. Six different sources of influence are identified and the more of
these influences that you can bring to play in a situation, the more likely you are to
have success.
The six sources of influence are:
Motivation (Will)
Personal Do you want to do this task?

Ability (Skill)
Do you have the skills to do this
task?

What can you put in place to
change this?
Social

What can you put in place to
change this?
Do the people around you
Can you access skills from
agree with the task and support people around you to assist and
you in doing it?
to build your skills?

What can you put in place to
change this?
Structural Does the environment around
you support you in doing this
task? E.g. reward systems,
policies and procedures.
What can you put in place to
change this?

What can you put in place to
change this?
Does the environment allow you
to develop the skills you need?
E.g. coaching, allowance for
time away from work for
professional development.
What can you put in place to
change this?
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Some considerations:
• Understand why most change efforts in your employee have
failed
• Unrealistic expectations get in the way of influencing
behaviour
• Its not a simple solution and you will need to try a few different
strategies in each box before finding the combination that will
work
• Identify crucial moments that tell you when its time to act e.g.
know what triggers your bad mood with clients and find a strategy
to change this
• Study positive deviance – look at people who are succeeding
where you are not and analyse the differences
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Coaching Models

GROW
The GROW model is a useful tool in processing what is happening in a situation and
how to proceed to a better place.
Go through the following steps in the GROW model and ask for suggestions of
questions that could be asked at each step
Goals
(Set goals, write them down, establish what person wants out of the session)
What do you want to achieve out of this coaching session/ relationship?
What are the SMART goals you want to achieve?
Why are you hoping to achieve this goal?
What are the expectations of others?
Who else needs to know about the plan?
How will you inform them?
Reality
(Let them tell their story, invite self assessment, what’s happening, when does this
happen, what effect does it have, other factors)
What is the reality of the current situation?
Why haven’t you reached this goal already?
What is really stopping you?
Do you know anyone who has achieved that goal?
What can you learn from them?
Options
What could you do as a first step?
What else could you do?
What would happen if you did nothing?
Wrap Up
(Identify specific steps and any obstacles, write action plan)
Where does this goal fit in with your personal priorities at the moment?
What obstacles do you expect to meet? How will you overcome them?
How committed are you to this goal?
What steps do you need to take to achieve this?
This model is useful if the motivation of the staff member is reasonably high. They
need to be engaged in the process.
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Current state ----- Reality

Desired state -------- Options and Opportunities

Will – Actions and Barriers –

(Goal)What it will look like
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OARS
Sometimes people are reluctant to just set goals and move forwards. They need to
first work on their motivation by dealing with what is making them resistant. For this
type of situation it is better to use the OARS Model – a technique from Motivational
Interviewing. The basic approach to interactions in motivational interviewing is
captured by the acronym OARS: (1) Open-ended questions, (2) Affirmations, (3)
Reflective listening and (4) Summaries. The acron
Motivational Interviewing is drawn from the world of addiction counseling. The
basis of it is that the role of the counselor (or supervisor in this case) is to create an
environment where the client (or staff member) is able to come to a point of
change. Change is elicited from the client but there is still an element of direction
given by the counselor.
Open-Ended Questions
Open-ended questions are those that cannot answer with a “yes”, “no” or “three
times in the last week”. Most people begin sessions with an open-ended question –
“What brings you here today?” or “Tell me what’s been happening since we last
met.” An open-ended question allows the client to create the impetus for forward
movement. Although close-ended questions have their place – indeed they are
necessary and quite valuable at times – the open-ended questions creates a
forward momentum that we wish to use in helping the client explore change. For
example, “So what makes you feel that it might be time for a change?”
Affirmations
Affirmations are statements of recognition about client
strengths. Many people feel demoralized or at least suspicious of the assertion that
change is possible. We must help clients feel that change is possible and that they
are capable of implementing that change. One method of doing this is to point
out client strengths, particularly in areas where they observe only failure. We also
use resistance as a source for affirmations. For example, “You didn’t want to come
today, but you did anyway. I’m not sure, but it seems like that if you decide
something is important enough, you are willing to put up with a lot just to do it.
Affirmations can be wonderful rapport builders. However, they must be congruent
and genuine. If the client thinks you are insincere, then rapport can be damaged
rather than built.
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Reflective Listening
Reflective listening is the key to this work. They will tell you what has worked and
what hasn’t. What moved them forwards and shifted them backward. Whenever
you are in doubt about what to do, listen. But remember this is a directive
approach. You will focus on their change and provide less attention to non-change
talk. For example, “You are not quite sure you are ready to make a change, but you
are quite aware that your drug use has caused concerns in your relationships,
affected your work and that your doctor is worried about your health.”
You will also want to vary your level of reflection. Keeping reflections at the surface
level may lead to that feeling that the interaction is moving in circles. Reflections of
effect, especially those that are unstated but likely, can be powerful motivators. For
example, “Your children aren’t living with you anymore; that seems painful for you.”
If you are right, the emotional intensity of the session deepens. If you are wrong or
the client is unready to deal with this material, the client corrects you and the
conversation moves forward.
The goal in MI is to create forward momentum and then to harness that momentum
to create change. Reflective listening keeps that momentum moving
forward.. Questions tend to cause a shift in momentum and can stop it entirely.
Although there are times you will want to create shift or stop momentum, most times
you will want to keep it flowing.
Summaries
Finally, there are summaries. This is really just a specialised form of reflective
listening where you reflect back to the client what he or she has been telling
you. Summaries are an effective way to communicate your interest in a client,
build rapport, call attention to salient elements of the discussion and to shift
attention or direction. Personal preference will determine how often you do
these, but we recommend doing them relatively frequently as too much
information from the client can be unwieldy for the therapist to digest and
feed back. Also, if the interaction is going in an unproductive or problematic
direction (e.g., reinforcing status quo talk, encountering resistance), the
summary can be used to shift the focus of the intervention.
The structure of the summary is straightforward. It begins with an
announcement that you’re about to summarise, a listing of selected elements,
an invitation to correct anything missed and then usually an open-ended
question. If ambivalence was evident in the interaction that preceded the
summary, this should be included in the summary.
The goal is to reflect what the client has said and the client is encouraged to
supply the meaning. This is an area where you need to watch that your
wisdom and experience doesn’t keep you from listening to your client’s
understanding of the problem. It is this understanding that will guide their
efforts at change or maintaining the status quo.
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PLAN
Positive Vision for Future Outcomes
Leverage- the Internal and external resources, strengths and previous
successes you can utilize
Action – what are you going to do?
Next – what steps in what order.
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Managing Conflict
Conflict Management in your Organisation….
How do members of staff feel
about speaking up on
something that bothers them?

How is interpersonal conflict
dealt with? Is it covert or
overt?

Is there backstabbing in your
workplace?

Are there ‘cliques’ whereby
some members of the
organisation may feel left out?

How much do you know about
how conflict is dealt with in
your organization?

Are their policies or procedures
that set out appropriate
behaviour?

Are there policies or
procedures that deal with
grievances?
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What are the rules of conduct
in your organization? (Written,
spoken or implied)

How does management deal
with conflict in the team?

Are there any ‘covert’ work
place rules with regards to
conflict and communication?
That is, any ‘unspoken’ rules
both positive and negative?
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Fight, Flight and Flow
FIGHT: Aggressive Behaviour (I win/You lose)
Expressing your feelings, needs and ideas at the expense of others; standing
up for your rights but ignoring the rights of others; trying to dominate, even
humiliate, others.
4 Hostile and self-defeating.
4 Results in anger, self-righteousness, possible guilt later.

Belief: You don't matter.
Payoff: Vents anger and achieves goals in the short term.
Problem:
isolation.

Alienation from others; feelings of frustration, bitterness and

FLIGHT: Passive Behaviour (I lose/You win)
Not expressing your own feelings, needs, ideas; ignoring your own rights;
allowing others to infringe upon them.
4 Inhibited and self-denying.
4 Results in anxiety, disappointment, anger and resentment.

Belief: I don't matter.
Payoff: Avoids unpleasant situations.
Problem:
worth.

Needs are not met; anger builds up; feelings arise of low self-

FLOW: Assertive Behaviour (I win/You win)
Expressing your feelings, needs and ideas. Standing up for your legitimate
rights in ways that do not violate the rights of others.
4 Expressive and self-enhancing.
4 Results in confidence, self-esteem.

Belief: We both matter.
Payoff: Achieves goals mostly. If this does not occur, there are feelings of selfworth, which result from being straight forward. Self-confidence improves and
relationships become open and honest.
Problem:
You still may feel distant from others who don’t handle open
relationships well or who have great difficulty expressing their needs or those
who wish to dominate.
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Different Styles of Managing Conflict
Competing
4 When the supervisor pursues his/her own concerns at the expense of the other
person
4 This method is based on power
4 Competing encourages resentment, antagonism, hostility and lack of
cooperation
4 Competitive supervisors are often surrounded by yes/no men/women. They
are considered hard to get on with and don’t know when to admit they are
wrong.
4 Is sometimes appropriate when safety issue are at stake or a difficult or
unpopular decision needs to be made.

Accommodating
4 Is unassertive and cooperative
4 Passive or submissive
4 Afraid of losing the friendship or cooperation of their staff
4 A good tool to use when you have no hop of having your wishes met – it
minimises losses and maintains a climate of cooperation with the other party.

Avoiding
4 Unassertive and uncooperative
4 Sweeping conflict under the carpet
4 Inappropriate avoidance leads to resentment, general discontent and
gossiping.
4 Can be a useful took in an effort to let people cool down or when you are not
the appropriate person to handle the conflict

Collaborating
4 Assertive and Cooperative
4 Involves attempting to work with the other party to find a solution which
satisfies both of you
4 Exploring each others positions
4

Compromising
4 Is intermediate in both assertiveness and cooperative-ness
4 It involves splitting the difference to arrive at a solution partially acceptable to
both parties
4 It can provide a short term solution to a conflict while collaborative
discussions continue
4 Sometimes a workable compromise is the best you can do
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Team Conflict
We can reduce the possibilities of conflict happening by being conscious of
the possibility when discussing issues as a team. Use the following strategies
when discussing contentious issues in team meetings.
Respect and value differences
Just as we are unique and special, so are other people. We all have
distinctive viewpoints that may be equally valid from where we stand. Each
person's viewpoint makes a contribution to the whole and requires
consideration and respect in order to form a complete solution. This wider
view can open our eyes to many more possibilities. It may require us to
change the mind chatter that says: "For me to be right, others must be
wrong."
Recognise a long term timeframe.
Consider how the problem or the relationships will look over a substantial
period of time. The longer timeframe can help us be more realistic about the
size of the problem we presently face.
Assume a global perspective.
If we believe that the actions of one individual are interconnected with every
other individual, then we can have a sense how our actions can have
meaning in conjunction with the actions of others. We can look at the overall
system, which may be the family, the organisation or the society. Consider
what needs this larger unit has in order to function effectively.
Deal with resistance to the broader perspective
Taking up a broader view can be scary. It may make us less certain of the
rightness of our own case. We may fear that we will lose all conviction to fight
for what we need. We may have to give up the security we got from the
simple way we previously saw the problem. We may need courage to enter
the confusion of complexity. Many fears of taking the broader perspective
prove ungrounded once we analyse them carefully.
Open to the idea of changing and risk-taking
By taking a broader perspective you may be confronted with the enormity of
the difficulties. Identify what you can do to affect a particular problem, even
if it is only a small step in the right direction. One step forward changes the
dynamics and new possibilities can open up.
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Handling Difficult Emotions in Others
If we react to others defensively by attacking or withdrawing, conflict often
increases. If, instead, we respond appropriately, we can help to bring the
emotions to a level at which the issue can be dealt with more constructively.
Try the following:
Receive
Listen and say nothing for the moment. Don’t try to tone them
down, defend or explain yourself yet.
Give the other person room to discharge their pent-up emotions.
Respect the other person's communication of feelings.
Notice

Observe your own reaction.

Centre

Tune into yourself. Breathe deeply.

Listen again Ask yourself what you are picking up from the communication.
Separate feelings from content. Strain out what is valid and if you can, let some irate
remarks pass you by without reacting.
Reflect back Reflect both feelings and content.
''Let me check with you if...''
''Is that what you are saying...?''
Clarify and Explore What are the other person's needs and concerns?
Explore what is behind the words being used. Ask questions to shift the focus
from anger to exploring the issues. Focus on connecting to the other person
and turning this into a safe and constructive conversation.
Repeat the cycle.
understood.

Ensure that both feelings and facts are mutually

Move Clarify and acknowledge needs and concerns. Consider the next step e.g.
acknowledge your contribution to their problem, develop options, make an "I"
statement, take time out.
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Active listening to respond to inflammation:
4 Acknowledge their point of view
4 Diffuse the strong emotions by dealing with their emotions first and

then explaining your side
4 Ask what can be done

Non-verbal
4 Avoid defensive or aggressive posture and gestures
4 Consider extra distance to make you feel safe
4 Use attentive eye contact and an assertive stance

Following skills
4 Use obvious verbal indicators that communicate understanding, eg a

clear ‘Yes’
4 Ask questions to understand the basis of the attack
4 Draw them out further

Reflecting skills
4 Listening to affirm
4 Try to put some heat in your voice, gradually reducing it as the

speaker ‘cools’ down
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Styles of Questioning

There are various types of questions you can use to help you to effectively
apply constructive feedback while moving conflict situations through to
agreement and resolution.

Style

Purpose

Factual

To acquire information

Examples

To open discussion

Searching

To get reasons and
explanations to expand
discussion
To develop additional
information

Declaring

To challenge old idea, to
develop new ideas and to
examine reasoning and
proof

Input

To introduce a new idea
To advance a suggestion of
your own

Supposition

To develop a new idea
To suggest another,
perhaps unpopular, opinion
to change the course of
discussion
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Option

To make decisions between
alternatives, to get
agreement

Collaborative

To get agreement and to
pave the way for action
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Managing Teams
Group dynamics
Group dynamics theory recognises that groups are living systems that evolve over
time. Group dynamics look at how groups form and function effectively. Tuckerman
(1965) and Tuckerman and Jensen (1977) developed the concept of group
evolution and five stages of development. During the stages, groups may cycle
back to an earlier stage when members change.
Group
dynamics

Feelings and behaviour

Adjourning

The group must focus on
completing tasks; evaluating the
Groups disband when the work is
outcomes and process; and
achieved or the organisation’s needs
celebrating the team’s and
change.
participants’ achievements and
contributions.

Forming

Storming

Norming

Performing

Participants may feel excited and
have high positive expectations and
may be anxious about fitting in.

Tasks

Groups focus on defining the team,
and tasks and goals.

Groups must refocus goals and
Conflicts arise as participants may feel may need to develop skills in group
frustrated about goals, expectations, processes and conflict
management.
roles and responsibilities.

Participants feel more comfortable
Participants show increased
with expectations and work to resolve
productivity.
problems towards group harmony.
Constructive criticisms welcome.

Participants feel satisfied with the
group’s progress and their own
contribution. They appreciate
differences.

The group makes significant
progress towards their goals. They
celebrate achievements and
measure progress.

Effective Team Work
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“Top 10 Characteristics of Effective Teams”
by Sharon Feltham www.excellerate.co.nz/tt10c
Effective teams have
1.
Clear Purpose.

Members understand and are fully committed to the vision, mission, goals,
and objectives of the team. Ineffective teams lack clarity of purpose, a plan
and specific goals. Members wonder, wander and pull in different
directions.
Open Communication.
Effective teams pride themselves on open, participatory communication
and vigorous discussions. Ineffective teams are marked by gossip, hidden
agendas and guarded communication.
2.

Constructive Conflict.
On effective teams, there's disagreement, but members are comfortable
with this and deal with it openly. There are very few signs of avoiding or
suppressing conflict. Ineffective teams lack trust and are often undermined
by personal disagreements and their inability to resolve conflict
constructively.
3.

Effective Problem Solving and Decision-making.
Approaches to problem solving and decision making are well established in
effective teams. Ineffective teams lack problem-solving strategies and are
stymied by inefficient decision-making processes and low quality decisions.
4.

Defined Roles, Responsibilities and Accountability.
Roles, responsibilities, expectations and authorities are well defined,
understood and accepted. Work is fairly distributed and skills are well
represented with team members' abilities recognized and fully utilised.
Team members are fully accountable for individual and collective team
performance. Ineffective teams struggle with role conflict, unclear
boundaries, confused expectations and poor accountability.
5.

Strong Relationships.
Effective teams work on building and maintaining internal relationships. Team
members are supportive; trust one another and have a lot of fun together.
Members also invest in developing relationships and building credibility with
important stakeholders in other parts of the organization. Poor collaboration,
low morale, cliques and silos characterize ineffective teams.
6.

Systems and Procedures.
Effective teams implement and support procedures to guide and regulate
team functioning. Ineffective teams rarely invest in developing their team
systems or improving work processes
7.
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Experimentation and Creativity.
Well-functioning teams encourage creativity and risk taking and experiment
with different ways of doing things. Ineffective teams often are bureaucratic,
low risk and rigid.
8.

Measurement and Self-assessment.
Effective teams have clear shared measures. They schedule time to regularly
assess their progress and performance, identifying achievements and areas
for improvement. Ineffective teams tend focus on individual measurement
and rarely review their collective performance.
10.
Shared Leadership.
9.

Effective teams share leadership roles depending upon the circumstances,
needs of the group, and expertise of members. The formal leader coordinates the integration of effective team functions and models
appropriate behaviour to help establish positive norms. Ineffective teams
often have one person dominating.
Exercise
Can you add any others areas necessary for your team to work well?
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Using the above information assess your team strengths, areas for
improvements, priorities and proposed strategies.

Areas Strength

Improvements

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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9

10

Priorities
Team action plan to support your team to keep working well or to get better
at working well together
Area for
action

Strategy

resources
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Planning and Priorities

What planning processes does an organisation undertake?
11. Strategic Planning
12. Operational planning
13. Work plans

Strategic Planning
Strategic Planning is the big picture planning for the organisations into the
future. It provides an overall framework that the organisation will work with in
to achieve its goals. Strategic plans are generally developed for a 3-5 year
timeframe.
The process of strategic planning addresses questions relating to the core
purpose of the organisation such as:
•
•
•
•
•

who we are,
what we do,
how we do it
why we do it and
what we are trying to achieve by our actions.

Generally the strategic planning process includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying organisational mandates (what can we do, what are our
restraints?)
Clarifying organisational mission/vision, purpose and values
Assessing the external environment: opportunities and threats
Assessing the internal environment: strengths and weaknesses
Identifying the strategic issues facing an organisation
Formulating strategies to manage the issues
Establishing an organisational vision for the future

Operational Planning
Operational Planning guides the implementation of the strategic plan. An
operational plan translates the strategic plan into action and is sometimes
referred to as the business plan. Operational plans are generally developed
annually and pay attention to the short-term whilst looking to the long term.
Operational plans contain:
•

Goals for the year

•

Explanation of how the goals relate to the strategic directions
Strategies

•
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•
•
•

Responsibilities of various teams or projects
Performance indicators/standards
Key result area/outcomes

Work plans
Work plans implement operational and strategic plans as well as putting the
job description into practice. They are a way of breaking up strategic goals
and objectives into smaller chunks of projects/activities that contribute
towards the larger plan.
A work plan may include:
•
•
•
•

The objectives of the work (why is it being done?)
Anticipated outcomes/ performance indicators (what will be achieved
by the end?)
Strategies to achieve the objectives and outcomes (how it will be done)
Timelines for completion of work.

Work plans are a critical management tool and are a mechanism for:
•
•
•
•

Identifying the roles and work of each staff member and/or team
Agreeing on the work to be completed within a specified timeframe
Grounding the work in the larger objective of the organisation
Identifying the resources required for implementing projects/ strategies

•

Working through the strategies and tasks that will best produce the
desired outcomes and objectives

•

Monitoring how things are going
Being accountable for the work to the organisation and to stakeholders.

•

What is a work plan?
A work plan is a written statement outlining the work that a staff member is
expected to achieve within an agreed on time frame (for example a year or
for the life of a project).
A work plan may include:

•

The objectives of the work (why is it being done?)
Anticipated outcomes (what will be achieved by the end?)
Strategies to achieve the objectives and outcomes (how it will be done)

•

Timelines for completion of work.

•
•

Work plans implement operational and strategic plans as well as putting the
job description into practice. They are a way of breaking up strategic goals
and objectives into smaller chunks of projects/activities that contribute
towards the larger plan.
Work plans are a critical management tool and are a mechanism for:
•

Identifying the roles and work of each staff member and/or team

•

Agreeing on the work to be completed within an agreed on timeframe
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•
•
•
•
•

Grounding the work in the larger objective of the organisation
Identifying the resources required for implementing projects/ strategies
Working through the strategies and tasks that will best produce the
desired outcomes and objectives
Monitoring how things are going
Being accountable for the work to the organisation and to stakeholders.

2. Who has a work plan?
Work plans are appropriate for all staff members, including managers, clinical
staff, administrative staff and even volunteers.
Work plans generally reflect the definition of the staff member’s job role
(contained in the job description).
Work plans can also be useful for teams – permanent work teams or project
teams can benefit from a clear plan for how they will proceed on
implementing work.
Funding bodies often require work plans and may provide a work plan
template in the funding agreements or funding application pack.

3. Who is involved in developing the work plan?
Work plans are most effective when they are developed consultatively. Staff
members who are involved and have input into their work plan and control
over its execution are more likely to have an investment in implementation.
Work plans offer staff the chance to reflect on their work and why they use
specific tasks or strategies to get the work done.
Key stakeholders should also be involved in developing and reviewing work
plans. Stakeholders might include:
•

Line managers or supervisors

•

Management Committee/ Board
Other staff members or organisations who are critical to the
implementation of the strategies and tasks in the work plan
Funding bodies (particularly for short term projects)
Services users/ clients.

•
•
•
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What does a work plan look like?
A work plan might be structured as follows

Strategic Plan Goal/ Objective:
Objective

Strategies

Tasks

Performance
indicators/expected
outcomes
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Time Management
Failing to keep a to-do list
• A to-do list can provide some surety that you have captured all the
tasks that you need to complete
• It gives you somewhere to record those thoughts that pop up while
you are carrying out other tasks
• To-do lists are more useful if they are prioritised
Not setting personal goals
• Managers who do not set personal goals are more likely to spend their
time completing work that is allocated or prioritised by other people –
whether that be higher management or their staff.
Not prioritising
• Prioritising allows you to be the most useful and productive with your
time.
Failing to manage distractions
• Again means that little time is spent on useful and real tasks
Procrastination
• Procrastination makes a person feel inadequate as you are well aware
of what you should be doing.
• So it not only doesn’t achieve anything, but also reduces morale.
Taking on too much
• Many tasks are worthwhile but even so you can’t do all of them.
Thriving on ‘busy’
• Busy does not equal productive but if we keep busy we can feel that
we are achieving. There is a blindness to the actual value of what we
do.
Multitasking
• Research shows that multi tasking is simply doing lots of things
consecutively, not concurrently. Very few people can actually focus
their attention elsewhere.
• Think about the concept of switching cost. One example of this is if you
have a mobile phone plan and you decide to switch to that of
another company. It takes time and often money. It feels like a small
thing but it distracts from other things you are doing. When you count
up the switching cost of multi tasking you have a significant amount of
time each day
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Not taking breaks
• Concentration drops and mistakes occur more frequently when you
are not alert
Ineffectively scheduling tasks
• If you don’t allow for natural boundaries in scheduling tasks then
scheduling won’t work.

Delegating
Priorities are not followed up on for a number of reasons. This includes high
levels of work, disinterest etc. Effective leaders are able to monitor what is
planned to be happening and compare this with what is actually
happening.
Many times delegation fails because we fail to delegate properly. One study
of organisational performance found this:
“For the most part, problems didn’t arise because of incompetence, laziness
or disinterest. They arose because of poor communication. At the moment
two people were discussing what needed to get done, something,
somehow, went awry.”
A solution to this is to use a checklist that is followed in every situation where
a job is being handed over to someone else. The checklist ensures that both
parties are on the same page and have a shared understanding of what is
to happen, how, when and where.
Standard questions in this checklist include:
o What do you understand the priorities to be?
o What concerns or ideas do you have that have not already been
mentioned?
o What are your key next steps and by when do you plan to accomplish
them?
o What do you need from me in order to be successful?
o Are there any key contingencies we should plan for now?
o When will we next check-in on progress/issues?
o Who else needs to know our plans and how will we communicate
them?
Some staff may consider it a little demeaning at first to use a checklist but this
can be lessened if it is used in every situation. For small simple tasks it will only
take a minute or two to run through the checklist but may save an hour or
more in misunderstanding.
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Tips for Delegating
4 Don’t just delegate ‘go-fer’ tasks, delegate interesting tasks too.
4 Explain the importance of the delegated task in the scope of the
4
4
4
4
4
4

bigger picture
Be clear about what are you looking for
Think about who wants to learn this task
Explore who has the skills, potential and TIME
Consider the resources required to completed the task
If adding to a persons skills base or the task is to be repeated, take the
time to explain and train the person thoroughly
Monitor and Follow up. Check that the task is proceeding smoothly,
this avoids it going off the rails and provides support for the person
doing the task

4 Don’t look over a delegates shoulder, don’t take back a task or over

manage. If you need to keep track of the task, arrange for regular
updates, if you don’t need to worry, let the person get on with the job.
4 Give positive and specific feedback
4 Take the time to train people thoroughly.
4 Help people solve problems, but don’t solve them for them, explore

ideas for possible solutions

If work is not up to your standard:
4 Respond calmly to mistakes. Try and see what you can learn from it
4 Discuss it in private
4 Coach don’t just criticise
4 Focus on the work being done, not personal attributes
4 Look to fix the problem, not assign blame
4 Ask for suggestions for improvement
4 Focus on what could be different next time
4 Reflect on how you delegated the task.
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The Stop Doing List
Sometimes it is important to Stop Doing tasks. We all tend to have left over tasks on
our job description that aren’t really ours anymore.
Know what you are aiming for

Start your stop doing list

My Time management is ………………………………………………………….

I will commit to………………………………………………………………………..
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Understanding your own Locus of Control
As the environment around you changes, you can either attribute success
and failure to things you have control over, or to forces outside your
influence. Which orientation you choose has a bearing on your long term
success.
The orientation is known as your “locus of control”. Its study dates back to the
1960’s with Julian Rotter’s investigation into how peoples’ behaviours and
attitudes affected the outcomes of their lives.
Locus of control describes the degree to which individuals perceive that
outcomes result from their own behaviours, or from forces that are external to
themselves. This produces a continuum with external control at one end and
internal control at the other.
Your locus of control says a lot about how you view the world and your role in
determining the course of your life.
When you believe you have the power to control your own destiny and
determine your own direction, you have a strong internal locus of control. In
most cases, this is an important attitude to have if you want to be successful.
People with an internal locus tend to work harder and persevere longer in
order to get what they want. This is not to say that having an external locus of
control is always bad. There are some situations where this can work well.
(there are times when ‘control’ needs to be relinquished or shared and this
may mean giving up needing to control everything and thus avoid leaving
others feeling like a train went over the top of them. (Politician would be an
example of someone who appears unable to relinquish internal locus of
control when such action is needed, to the detriment of his own work and his
relationships with others.)
The key for your own personal development is to understand your natural
tendency and then to adapt it to situations you are faced with.
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External
Locus of Control

Internal
Locus of Control

á………………………………………………………………………………………………………â
Outcomes outside your
Control – determined by
“fate” and independent of
your hard work or decisions

Outcomes within your
control – determined by
your hard work,
attributes or decisions

www.mindtools.com

Activity – Your Loci (place/position of control)
Few of us function singularly from either an external or an internal locus of
control. However research informs us that to aim for a greater balance in
achieving an internal locus of control will potentially offer us greater control
over our lives and the effective management of our time and an internal
locus of control are interrelated.
Below please complete 2 lists:
Aspects of your job role that you perceive are imposed upon you, which
impact on your time management and that you have an external locus of
control orientation towards.
Aspects of your job role that you perceive, you could exert a greater internal
locus of control orientation towards.
External Locus of Control

Internal Locus of Control
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Benefits of an Internal Locus of control
In general, people with an internal locus of control:
4 Engage in activities that will improve their situation
4 Emphasise striving for achievement
4 Work hard to develop their knowledge, skills and abilities
4 Are inquisitive, and try to figure out why things turned out the way they

did.
4 Take note of information that they can use to create positive
outcomes in the future
4 Have a more participative management style

Tips for Developing an Internal Locus of Control
Recognise the basic fact that you always have a choice. Making no choice
is actually a choice in and of itself and its your choice to allow other people
or events decide for you.
Set goals for yourself and note how, by working towards these and achieving
these, you are controlling what happens in your life. As you do this, you’ll find
that your self-confidence quickly builds.
Develop your decision making and problem solving skills so that you can feel
more confident and in control of what happens. With these tools, you’ll find
that you can understand and navigate through situations that would
otherwise damage you.
Pay attention to your self-talk. When you hear yourself saying things like, “I
have no choice” or “There’s nothing I can do”, step back and remind
yourself that you do, in fact have some degree of control. Its your choice
whether you exercise it or not.
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Leader as Change Agent
Kotter’s 8 Steps for Leading Change
Establish a sense of urgency or need
•
•

Examine market and competitive realities
Identify and discuss crises, potential crises or major opportunities

Form a coalition of people
•

Put together a group of people with enough power to lead the change effort

•

Encourage the group to work together as a team

Create a vision
•

Create a vision so that the change effort has a direction

•

Develop strategies to achieve the vision

Communicate the vision
•

Use every possible vehicle to communicate new vision and strategies

•

Teach new behaviours through modelling by the coalition

Empower others to act
•

Get rid of obstacles to change

•
•

Change systems or structures that undermine the vision
Encourage risk taking and non-traditional ideas, activities and actions

Plan for and create short term wins
•

Plan for visible performance improvements

•

Create the improvements

•

Recognise employees involved in the improvements

Consolidate improvements and produce still more change
•

Use the increased credibility from short term wins to change anything that does
not suit the new culture

•
•

Hire and promote employees who can implement the vision
Re-invigorate the process with new projects, themes and people

Institutionalise the new approaches
•

Articulate the connections between key new behaviours and successes

•

Adapt policies and procedures as necessary
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Adaptive Leadership
The concept of adaptive leadership has been around since the early 1990’s.
It has its roots in efforts to understand the relationship between leadership,
adaptation, systems and change. As such, it is a very significant style of
leadership when there is significant change in the organisation and the
environment.
“Adaptive leadership is the practice of mobilising people to tackle tough
challenges and thrive.” Thrive means to do more than just survive, but to be
successful in the new environment.
•

What are the signs of thriving in your organisation?

“Successful adaptive changes build on the past rather than jettison it.
Successful adaptations are thus both conservative and progressive. They
make the best possible use of previous wisdom and know-how. The most
effective leaders anchor in the values, competencies and strategic
orientations that should endure in the organisation.”
•

What is essential in your organisation that should be preserved, and
what could be changed?

“Organisational adaptation occurs through experimentation. It requires
improvisation, and the commitment to buy time and resources along the
way for the next set of experiments.”
•

•

When you are gaining resources such as staff, to what extent do you
consider the future needs of the organisation that may yet be a little
unclear?
How do you encourage experimentation in your team?

“Adaptation relies on diversity. Leadership should build a culture that values
diverse views and relies less on central planning and management control.”
•

How do you plan for diversity and encourage it to flourish?
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“New adaptations significantly displace, re-regulate and rearrange old
systems and processes. Leadership on adaptive challenges often generates
loss. Learning is often painful. One person’s innovation can cause another
person to feel incompetent, betrayed or irrelevant. Not many people like to
be rearranged. Leadership requires the ability to anticipate and recognise
these losses and the behaviours that arise from them, and to know how to
counteract these patterns.
•

Think of a change that needs to happen at your workplace. What loss,
rearrangements or displacements may happen?

“Adaptation takes time. Progress can be both radical over time, but
incremental in time. Significant change is often the product of incremental
experiments that build up over time and thus requires persistence of the
leader.”
•

How do you know when enough time has passed to measure the
success of a change or new process?
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Getting Organised – Top Tips
1. Throw out or recycle as much as possible

2. Decide immediately what something is: ‘Do, Delegate, Defer’- don’t

shuffle papers
3. Place like things together

4. Label Files and binders using broad, simple headings

5. Keep close to you only the things that you use or refer to frequently

6. Complete items once you start

7. Make follow up notes on a calendar, to –do –list only

8. Refile and Replace things quickly.

9. Keep it simple

10. Clear your desk at the end of each day or a least once a week, say on a

Friday so that its clear on Monday

(Pollar, O (1992) ‘Organising your workspace- A guide to personal Productivity CRISP
Publications Inc, Menlo Park, California)
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Tips for Dumping Materials:
Ask yourself:
4 Is this a copy? Do I have it electronically?
4
4 Is this relevant to my work and life?
4
4 Does someone else have this information?
4
4 Do I need it?
4
4 How often and how likely am I going to need to refer to it again?

When to save:
4 When it’s the only copy
4
4 You need to refer to it again soon
4
4 Legally, you need to keep it
4
4 It’s an important part of the client/ project file
4
4 Replicating it will be difficult

Good Filing Habits:
4 Sort items in terms of how frequently you use them. Those you use often

keep near you- on your desk or in a desk draw, those infrequently used
store away
4 Consolidate information- place like things together (Alphabetise, file by
subject colour code)
4 Label everything (short titles are best)
4 Make it simple and easy to manage
4 Do it regularly
4 Get rid of as much unnecessary information as you can

(Pollar, O (1992) ‘Organising your workspace- A guide to personal Productivity CRISP
Publications Inc, Menlo Park, California)
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Professional Development and Support for Managers
My Professional Development Plan for 2019
Date:

Skills/knowledge
required

I have a
skill/
knowledge
gap?

Strategic Area
Example:
1. Ensure staff are
effectively
supervised &
supported

What learning
activities will
address the gap?

Timeframe

yes/no
Theoretical knowledge of
supervision

Exploring different ways
of engaging in
supervision
Time Management
Problem Solving
Conflict management with
individuals
Managing conflict within
the team
Team planning
Setting and working on
priorities
Coaching/mentoring skills
Managing change
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Moving Forward

To move forward from here you need to consider what skills you have, but
you also need to build support for yourself.
Someone once said that success is 10% inspiration and 90% perspiration and
that is so true. Over the last couple of days we have looked at how to make
the 90% perspiration work better. We want to do this so that our clients have
better lives.
However you can’t ignore the 10% inspiration because it is that part of your
work that will keep you going when times get difficult, because they will get
difficult when you are a manager. So this last part of today we are going to
spend some time looking at how you support yourself emotionally in your
current role and how you move forward into new roles and further up your
management or leadership journey.
Lifelong learning is an important part of your ongoing journey.
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Contact ACWA/CCWT
Locked Bag 13
Haymarket NSW 1240
Level 4, 699 George Street
(Near Ultimo Road)
Sydney NSW 2000
Phone: (02) 9281 8822
Email: ccwt@acwa.asn.au
www.ccwt.edu.au
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